CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS ON REPRESENTATION OF RACISM AND SOLIDARITY IN ADIDAS’S TWEETS
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ABSTRACT

The research aimed to analyze how Adidas uses Twitter to convey messages about racism and solidarity in its tweets. Methodologically, the research applied a descriptive qualitative study on the representation of racism in Adidas’s tweets involving (1) What are the themes of discourses that represent racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets? (2) What is the representation of racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets? and (3) What are the meanings of Adidas’s tweets? Twelve tweets from Adidas were collected, coded, analyzed, and described using Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). It was an effective method for deconstructing the identity of Twitter users to make arguments on the themes exposed during coding. The research findings reveal that the declarative statement and humanitarian as the most themes in Adidas’s tweets are the ones that give straightforward and positive messages to Twitter users and followers. The findings also indicate firm and meaningful tweets for Adidas to speak out against racism and spread solidarity through Twitter. However, those tweets also give the messages about their commitment to always supporting the black community, their black employees, the Asian community, and the Black Lives Matter event to embody valuable and eternal change through solidarity, unity, and commitment against racism.
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INTRODUCTION

Twitter is a powerful communication platform that allows users to create and share information and ideas in virtual communities and networks. It has allowed brands to build strong relationships with consumers through gradually powerful communication strategies by aiming at consumers’ individual and emotional needs, allowing brands to strengthen their connection with their audience. It is also a social networking service that has emerged as a new platform through up-to-date happenings. The public profile includes the full name, the location, a web page, a short biography, and the number of user tweets (Kwak et al., 2010).

The users can participate in the content by liking, commenting, or retweeting the tweets. Additionally, likes permit users to display their positive attitude toward someone’s post (Swani et al., 2013). Therewith, Twitter serves as a platform for the media, political actors, and the public to communicate and also serves other users for their communication (McGregor et al., 2017). It is also a crucial platform since leaders use its analytics to get information (Joseph et al., 2017). Twitter is a prominent source of information and data analysis for various stance analysis practices using machine learning techniques (Khan et al., 2017). However, the significant factor in the application of Twitter is the language that is applied (Michael, 2020). People might be mindful that they should dodge writing tweets that convey stereotype emotionality (Reece et al., 2017).

Majumdar and Bose (2019) have investigated the relationship between Twitter usage and firm value. They find that applying Twitter can have positive leverage on companies’ market value. Its importance on social media keeps on to be roamed (Gordon et al., 2019), and social media allow people to share everything (Jackson, 2016). According to Thomas et al. (2018), social media leads an essential role in promoting solidarity. Kim and Kim (2017) have stated that social media use is certainly connected with youths’ communication network diversity that is positively
connected with social fundamental and subjective prosperity. According to Petray and Collin (2017), social media gives opportunities for discourse about grand issues on a global scale. By contrast, social media usage diminishes real-life social interactions (Berryman, Ferguson, & Negy, 2018; Hall, Kearney, Xing, 2018). However, Alhabash and Ma (2017) have stated that past research prompted that the competencies and utility of every platform produce specific motivations and gratifications through its use.

Additionally, social interactions rely strongly on the social network framework and allow concerns with ponderable content (Muller & Peres, 2019). Carlson et al. (2018) have stated that companies get many benefits from social media data to recognize innovation chances and simplify the innovation. They represent the establishment of recent strategic sources that sharpen commerce outputs (Gnizy, 2019).

According to Grieco (2017), most users believe social media is a platform to share and accumulate information. Social media also boosts the continuous transformation of the prevalent mobile screen, specifically among youngsters (Cunningham & Craig, 2017). While Primack et al. (2017) have found that individuals who use 0 to 2 social media platforms, and individuals who use 7 to 11 social media platforms, have significantly greater chances of having escalated levels of depression signs.

However, social media platforms have come to control socio-political sights in almost every space of the world. Additionally, racist speech progresses on social media, including through political strategies for implementing organizational change (Lamerichs et al., 2018). There have been adequate studies that have proved the existence of racial attacks and hatred towards different races, ethnicities, and religions on the internet (Dubey, 2020). However, this research portrays how a sportswear manufacturing company ‘Adidas’ voices their veracity against racism that often occurs.

Some studies are pertinent to this research. They are related to the representation of the black community in tweets. Firstly, research about the use of Twitter by black athletes that present their online identities as related to black hypermasculinity (Rinkus, 2012). This research discusses the mainstream media stereotypes black professional athletes as overly aggressive and more masculine than athletes of other ethnicities. Tweets are selected and coded using critical discourse analysis. Finally, the results reveal that those black professional athletes represent more individualized identities.

Secondly, Payne (2007) has found that many blacks seem to evolve their stereotypes. Benner et al. (2018) have stated that the effects of apprehended discrimination might be different based on the time. Blacks in the United States are more solid supporters of affirmative pace and government implementation to look up the status of blacks (Laniyonu, 2018).

The importance of this research is to convey the meaning and values of Adidas’s tweets as a sportswear manufacturing company. Tweets can be understood as direct ways for groups of people to talk about various topics, and this research requires a CDA approach to analyze the identity of Twitter users. CDA is most accurately linked with language and the written or oral text, and it challenges the main concept of language (Fiske, 1994). It also allows identification of how power is indicated in the language used and the processes of language reproduces social customs (Mulderrig, Montesano, & Farrelly, 2019). Moreover, it is a research of how social power misuse, dominance, and inequality are assigned by text and talk in the social context. Some of the principles can be found in critical theory (Van Dijk, 1993).

According to Fairclough (1993), CDA concerns how linguistic forms are used in expressions and power steps. Therefore, it aims to reveal the meaning in the text. The texts from all genres are gained through references from texts, genres, discourses, and individuals (Yunus, Mohamad, & Waelateh, 2016). CDA also attempts to reveal the sake of the elites and the powerful (Khafaga 2017a, 2017b). Besides, it tries to release light on the manipulative dimension of language that imprescribable the rhetorical dimension of its power (Khafaga, 2019). Ali, Christopher, and Nordin (2017) have classified the ideological values of CDA.

CDA is a form of discourse analytical research that originally studies the way social power misuse, dominance, and inequality are assigned, reproduced, and refused by text and talk in social and political contexts (Sriwimon & Zilli, 2017; Gunawan & Sumarlam, 2018). Yarlott et al. (2018) have said that CDA is a key form of text, giving precious information about the content of a particular gap of the text. According to Drid (2019), Van Dijk’s structure for critical discourse analysis depends on two stages of systematic structure. By conducting a CDA approach towards tweets, themes of discourses are determined by finding out the most frequently discussed topics in everyday life (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). Furthermore, themes are then set in a distinct script and guidance for identification. They are (a) active lifestyle: any tweet indicating or referencing exercise, (b) declarative statement: any tweet with an ‘I’ statement or statement professing a point or idea, (c) event attendance: any time people attends or references attending a specific happening, (d) expressing excitement: any tweet featuring multiple exclamation points, or words commonly used to express excitement, (e) family and friends: any reference to family or friends. This includes pets when referenced by name, (f) humanitarian: any tweet related to the interests of humankind, (g) introspection: any tweet related to the peoples’ emotion, or self-examination, (h) music: any tweet referencing music or musical artists of any kind, (i) photoshare: any time people tweets a photo, (j) promotion: any tweet referencing a specific brand or product, (k) question: any tweet using a question mark, a rhetorical question, or asking followers for a response, (l) request: any time people asks his followers to ‘do’ something, including
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experiences are linked to negative health impacts (Alang et al., 2017), and anxiety which negatively sways their mental health (Bor et al., 2018). They are also connected with poverty rates, restricted health care access, and increasingly people with jobs in service industries (Laurencin & McClinton, 2020; Scott, 2020). Prejudice and discrimination are negatively connected with the adaptive individuals from non-dominant racial groups (Bailey et al., 2017; Samari, 2016). They also stay connected in the lives of individuals from non-majority racial (Buchianeri et al., 2016; McCord et al., 2018).

Most people progressively notice the format of position hooked to matters of injustice, including current attention to the development and deployment of racism (Lavalley & Johnson, 2020). While the need of setting the flow of refugees and emphasize that immigrants need to rally wholly into society (Van Sterkenburg, Peeters, & Van Amsterdam, 2019). Additionally, the anti-social inclination is in which groups of people form a threat to the presence or viability of others (Fafiyebi, 2020).

According to Mohanty (2003), solidarity is also one of the significant parts to end racism. While the conditions, needs, and notions of exemption remain dissimilar (Mayorga & Picower, 2018). Li (2020) has stated that the more potential the members of non-black racial and ethnic groups to engage in prevails of cooperation with black activism, the more potential they will strengthen. Nevertheless, the serious matter of African Americans, slavery is displaced with recent types of racial dominance (Bobo, 2017), and it is significant to put on Black for its political efficacy (Saeed et al., 2019). While Asante, Sekimoto, & Brown (2016) have said that race, especially blackness, is more than the outside emergence. Besides, they assert that racial identity is developed through symbols, language, culture, and group expertise. Meanwhile, the collections of social, cultural, and moral norms will be adjusted to the instructions that will rely on widely diverse norms (Blommaert, 2019).

The research attempts to counter the following questions, which are (1) what are themes of discourses that represent racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets? (2) what is the representation of racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets? and (3) what are the meanings of Adidas’s tweets. Furthermore, the research aims to analyze the themes of discourses that represent racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets and then describe the representation of racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets and the meaning of its tweets. This research also examines how the Twitter account of the sportswear manufacturing company, Adidas, conveys messages about racism and solidarity to the users.

The research opens the door for further investigation into how Adidas, as the sportswear manufacturing company, shows its integrity against racism through its tweets. Through the use of social media for delivering the messages, the research will focus on the representation of racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets as they pertained to the Black community and humanity in the social dimension of the text, most particularly the messages that are conveyed in its tweets.

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) plays an important role in the research to deconstruct the identity of Adidas’s tweets by identifying their themes during coding. It is also the tool to reveal the meanings and messages in Adidas’s tweets regarding the black community, their black employees, the Asian community, and the Black Lives Matter event in terms of solidarity, unity, and commitment against racism. Therewith, the research uses CDA that is an analytic method chosen to discover the social processes that reproduce and depict knowledge and power intercourses using discourses (Fairclough, 2003) since it also has obtained popularity in related studies that have been conducted formerly (Al Ghazali, 2017).

Some studies have been taken in several regions based on the Fairclough CDA model (Heriana et al., 2020). However, CDA is mainly pointed that social representativeness is assigned by discourse (Tampubolon et al., 2017). It also requires critical questions about the part of knowledge in human development and the merger of practical experimentation with theoretical knowledge (Cummings et al., 2018).

**METHODS**

The research focuses specifically on how Adidas uses Twitter to convey the public’s messages and thoughts. Taking CDA was undertaken on postings from Adidas as a sportswear manufacturing company that supports Black Community and other ethnicities. Therewith, data is collected from a particular starting date, with twelve tweets in concern for the research. CDA is a tool used to disclose implicit meaning, not explicit; “a Critical Discourse Analysis consists of groups of related statements that cohere to produce meanings and effects…a critical discourse produces the ‘truth’ about objects” that are conversed of (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). It is also a notion in which the language is identified as a representation that plays a role in forming subjects, themes of certain discourse, and strategies (Ilham & Darlan, 2017).

Furthermore, the data insert twelve tweets from Adidas’s tweets as listed in the sampling. Nevertheless, Adidas has been purposively selected specifically for this research. The research applies a qualitative research with a descriptive method; as Berg (2001) has mentioned that the qualitative research seeks the answer to questions by examining various social and the individuals who inhabit these settings.

Each Tweet in the data is read thoroughly. Then, they are analyzed, and then the themes of the tweets are coded and identified. Finally, they are presented in the table. By applying a CDA on the data, the themes of tweets are specified by delving into what Adidas talks about based on the topics they enter into CDA.
Those themes of tweets are arranged in a separate document and given instructions for identification. Figure 1 shows the framework of the research.
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**RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

The research findings indicate the representation of racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets in conveying messages about racism and solidarity to the users and public in general. Undertaking a critical approach, CDA is implemented in Adidas’s tweets, with more than one million followers. Data is conducted from a certain date with only twelve tweets from Adidas in deliberation for the research because, during the analysis of Adidas’s tweets, only twelve tweets appeared. Those tweets represent solidarity, unity, and commitment against racism. Besides, a CDA is a tool and means used to render implicit and deep meaning not explicit in the discourse. Since the research uses CDA as its method, a profound analysis is demanded from a contextual viewpoint.

After defining the forms of Adidas’s tweets based on themes, they are coded to stand cognition of the time-splitting sequent tweets that point to a group. Therefore, there is no limit on the item of themes feasibly present in any given tweet. For each tweet, it is the specified context through citation. This context is to convey a more informed aspect choice when it is not explicitly distinct what Adidas is referencing. Adidas’ tweets depict online texts. They are partial, conclusive, and bringing solid images of public assumption through which readers and researchers are lured (Chen et al., 2018). Additionally, Adidas’s tweets are analyzed precisely, and they are also presented as factual. The following are coded tweets to identify the themes of discourse that represent racism and solidarity in Adidas’ tweets.

First is the tweet on June 11, 2020; “First, we need to give credit where it’s long overdue: The success of Adidas would be nothing without Black athletes, Black artists, Black employees, and Black consumers. Period.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, event attendance, humanitarian, and world news. Adidas expresses gratitude to black athletes, black artists, black employees, and black consumers who have become part of the company’s success. They point out solidarity, support, and humanity towards black people regarding the Black Lives Matter event. Also, this tweet represents solidarity.

Second is the tweet on June 11, 2020; “Remaining silent is not a neutral position when the people we should be standing with live in fear of police brutality due to systemic racism. With that in mind, it’s our people who we owe this to the most.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, event attendance, request, humanitarian, and world news. Adidas speaks out about the truth against racism. Adidas has said that do not just be quiet to show neutrality but must speak out for justice. This tweet is also related to the Black Lives Matter event. Additionally, this tweet represents racism and solidarity.

Third is a tweet on June 11, 2020; “Our black co-workers have shown us through their words and actions what leadership looks like, and the changes Adidas can make. They’ve led the response that we will always work together to speak out about humanity and make the change. This is also related to the Black Lives Matter event. Besides, it represents racism and solidarity.

Fourth is a tweet on June 11, 2020; “This is our commitment to the Black community and the world. We can change, and we will. This is just the start.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, event attendance, humanitarian, and world news. Adidas expresses its commitment to support the black community and the world against racism. They also hope to make a change from now and the future. This tweet represents racism and solidarity.

Fifth is the tweet on January 18, 2021; “At Adidas, we are committed to change. On this day of celebration and reflection, we honor the standards set, the legacy that lives on, and the challenge that remains. Read our commitments to creating change at [http://adidas.com/lasting_change](http://adidas.com/lasting_change).” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, request, salutation, humanitarian, and world news. Adidas states its commitment to change. As a reminder, in June 2020, they share their pledge to give their best in supporting their black employees and black communities by creating meaningful and eternal change first and premier within their brand and further across sport.
culture. They request Twitter users and their followers to read their commitment to creating change at their website. This tweet represents solidarity.

Sixth is the tweet on January 18, 2021; “Today we honor the legacies of those who inspire us to keep dreaming and provide hope for equality.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, humanitarian, and photoshare. Adidas appreciates the people who always support them dreaming about now and the future and trust them for solidarity and equality against discrimination and racism. This tweet is in a media or image form. Additionally, it represents racism and solidarity.

Seventh is the tweet on January 18, 2021; “We are committed to supporting the black community and our employees to create meaningful and lasting change through our united against racism commitments.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, family and friends, humanitarian, and photoshare. Adidas states its commitment to always supporting the black community and the employees to embody valuable and eternal change through solidarity, unity, and commitment against racism. This tweet is in a media or image form (Figure 2). Additionally, it represents racism and solidarity.

Eighth is the tweet on January 18, 2021; “Adidas is committed to celebrating and honoring Black excellence all year round.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, expressing excitement, humanitarian, and photoshare. Adidas states their commitment to glorify and honor black excellence throughout the year as their support for black people. This tweet is in a media or image form and represents solidarity (Figure 2).

Ninth is the tweet on February 23, 2021; “We stand against racism as one team. You can play your part by sharing helpful resources and info so we can all support each other. STOPASIANHATE.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, request, humanitarian, and world news. Adidas invites the Twitter users together against racism and asks them to share anything to support each other. There is a hashtag #STOPASIANHATE in its tweet that indicates a defense towards the Asian community. This tweet represents racism and solidarity.

The tenth is the tweet on February 24, 2021; “Building a bridge from the past to the future is the marker of black excellence. Here and now, we champion Black resilience, grace, power, and vision for today and tomorrow.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, family and friends, humanitarian, salutation, sports, and world news. Adidas provides this tweet as a thread as an honor for black excellent. It states how people get inspired by black community leaders (basketball coach, female athlete, baseball community leaders, Adidas Originals and Bronx native assistant designer, Assistant Product Manager, and North Carolina native) forging a path for the next generation. They greet the Twitter users and convey the message about solidarity and humanity. This tweet represents solidarity.

The eleventh is the tweet on February 24, 2021; “Honoring Black Excellence is our initiative, that celebrates the achievements of Black individuals, and Black culture as a whole. Throughout the year, we’ll spotlight honorees by sharing their stories on the platform you’ve given us.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, humanitarian, photoshare, and world news. Adidas states the Twitter users and its followers that honoring black excellence is their initiative for black individuals and black culture as a whole. They also share the names of the recipients of the achievements along with their pictures in their tweets. Additionally, these tweets represent solidarity.

The twelfth is the tweet on February 24, 2021; “This is just the start of celebrating our Black Community. Learn more about Honoring Black Excellence at http://adidas.com/hbe or http://news.adidas.com.” The themes of the tweet are the declarative statement, request, salutation, humanitarian, sports, and world news. Adidas closes its thread by stating the beginning of its action to celebrate and support the black community and shares the honoring black excellent site to get the information and news. This tweet represents solidarity. Table 1 shows the themes that appear on those twelve tweets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Lifestyle</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declarative Statement</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Attendance</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressing Excitement</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family and Friends</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introspection</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoshare</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 The Themes in Adidas’s Tweets
The most common themes that represent Adidas’s tweets are the declarative statement and humanitarian. Twitter is also established on the principle of sharing thoughts and including them in the conversation (McMillan, 2011). There are twenty-four declarative statements and humanitarian themes in Adidas’s tweets after they are classified and coded. The second most frequent theme is the world news theme, and there are nine themes for it. While Event Attendance, Photoshare, and Request, there are totals twelve themes in the tweets. Besides, there are six themes for family and friends and salutation, and two themes appear in the tweets for sports. Lastly, one expressing excitement theme also emerges in the tweet.

Additionally, these themes represent racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets. Adidas applies Twitter as a front stage for providing the online identity (Rinkus, 2012). Here, Adidas performs its thoughts and messages by showing declarative statements, humanitarian, world news, event attendance, photoshare, request, family and friends, salutation, sports, and expressing excitement.

As a sportswear manufacturing company, Adidas tweets mostly about them to convey the messages and positive thoughts against racism spread the leadership view, solidarity, and humanity to Twitter users and followers, especially to the world. They speak out about how they stand against racism and share helpful resources and info to support each other as solidarity and humanity. Besides, they honor the black community and their black employees. They promise to do better in supporting them by establishing meaningful and eternal change first and principle in their brand and fort over sport culture. Adidas state all of them in its tweets.

Furthermore, a CDA is an effective method to detect themes in Adidas’s tweets. As a result of the study for the first research, the question shows that Adidas uses the declarative statement and humanitarian as the most themes. Its tweets give messages about racism and solidarity, as shown in all twelve tweets. Those tweets give straightforward and positive messages to Twitter users and their followers. Adidas’s tweets indicate firm and meaningful tweets for Adidas to speak out against racism and spread solidarity through Twitter. Those tweets also convey the messages about Adidas’s commitment to always supporting the black community, their black employees, the Asian community, and the Black Lives Matter event to embody valuable and eternal change through solidarity, unity, and commitment against racism.

It is supported by Rinkus’s research (2012) that defines the message about racism in tweets always presents the declarative statement. Besides, this research has also analyzed that humanitarian in tweets is also the most common theme, which gives messages about solidarity to end racism.

Van Dijk (1998) has also stated that declarative statements and humanitarian have the concept of power to resist the negative stereotypes of white people, and these themes can represent racism, solidarity, humanity, equality, ethnicity, and many others in texts. While the emersion of CDA is an approach to analyze the themes. Therefore, it creates intent meanings for the interaction with text (Yunira et al., 2019). Furthermore, the discourse of ‘given’ and ‘new’ information widens well-formed structures to give information about the topics of interest in linguistics (Kashiwadate et al., 2020).

The research questions demand themes of discourse that represent racism and solidarity in Adidas’s tweets, the representation of Adidas’s tweets, and the meaning of those tweets. As a result, they communicate racism and solidarity to Twitter users and followers, especially the world. Through their tweets, they also show their support and honor for the black community and their black employees, the Asian community, and the Black Lives Matter event.

Besides, a CDA is applied to discover themes that are presented in Adidas’s tweets. In conclusion, Adidas’s tweets indicate firm and meaningful tweets for Adidas to speak out against racism and spread solidarity through Twitter.

CONCLUSIONS

The findings indicate firm and meaningful tweets of Adidas to speak out against racism and spread solidarity through Twitter. However, those tweets also give the messages about their commitment to always supporting the black community, their black employees, the Asian community, and the Black Lives Matter event to embody valuable and eternal change through solidarity, unity, and commitment against racism. Additionally, a profound analysis is established on the twelve tweets to answer research questions regarding racism and solidarity. The most common themes are the declarative statement and humanitarian, which give straightforward and positive messages to Twitter users and followers.

CDA is a fulfilled and effective approach for deconstructing the specialty and identity of Twitter users as long as the researcher is prepared to make arguments on the themes disclosed during coding. Twitter is one of the proper platforms to speak out and convey messages to the world. At last, the research is
dedicated to future researchers a chance to view what has and has not been performed concerning the online identity display related to CDA through social media.
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